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.Mapping of T cell receptor V alpha gene segments and V beta gene
segments in pigs. We characterized T cell receptor (TCR) gene repertoires
of peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs) from 19 pigs by polymerase chain

reaction (PCR) amplification and V alpha and V beta gene segment-
specific oligonucleotide probe hybridization. Spleen lymphocytes from

nine pigs and PBLs from 10 pigs were also used for amplification of TCR V
alpha and V beta gene segments. The V alpha gene repertoire was

similar to the one already reported for the pig, and showed a bias of V
alpha 1, V alpha 6, V alpha 9, V alpha 11, and V alpha 13 segments.

However, an additional V alpha 2 gene segment was also detected in 2 of
13 pigs. The V beta gene repertoire in the spleen of 9 pigs and in PBLs of

10 pigs examined by two-step PCR reactions was similar and biased
towards V beta 2, V beta 7, V beta 9, and V beta 14. Phylogenetic

analysis showed a close relatedness of these V beta genes to porcine T
cells in that (i) a common ancestor shared a V beta 1 gene segment with
V beta 4 segment, and (ii) the distance of V beta 2, V beta 7, V beta 9, V

beta 11, and V beta 14 to that of other V beta genes was short. The V
alpha and V beta gene segment-specific oligonucleotide probes were

used for probing Southern blots of genomic DNA of 26 pigs, and showed
that there are some deletions and/or rearrangements in the V alpha and

V beta loci.package com.git.hui.boot.orm.ivy.common; import
com.git.hui.boot.orm.ivy.common.annotation.Table; import lombok.Data;

import lombok.NoArgsConstructor; import lombok.extern.slf4j.Slf4j;
import org.apache.ibatis.annotations.Mapper; import java.util.List; /** *
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